
3. Use the chat function to 

participate and ask questions

Please send to “Everyone”

1. Click the arrow beside the 

microphone button to check 

your audio settings
2. Your video is switched 

off and can’t be turned on

Welcome to the MillerKnoll Insight Series

with Simone Fenton-Jarvis

The session will begin shortly



The 
Human-Centric 

Workplace

Simone Fenton-Jarvis

#TheHumanCentricWorkplace



Why “The Human-Centric Workplace”?

My values

+

The difference between my values and my actual experiences

+ 

Stories from friends, family and my network

+

World events

+

My purpose: wanting to make a difference





Reality

…Same storm, different boat



Equality

…Same storm, everybody gets the shelter they need



Equity

…Same storm but we get to the heart of the inequity within our reality



In the press



1 in 7

are neurodivergent

1 in 10 

identify as LGBTQ+

5

generations

1 in 5 

have a disability

16 

different personality types

1 in 2

are parents

1 in 4  

have a mental illness

In the workplace…



But remember…



The Future of Work is Human.



To be a Human

“Wanting to understand who we are, where 

we come from and how we evolved is part of 

what makes us human.”
Natural History Museum (2021)





To be a Human at Work

“The most under used asset at work in the 21st century? 
– Being Human”

The Human-Centric Workplace (2021)





Cultural Indicators

The Physical and Behaviours

What are the daily behaviours of people?

Where is “the line”?

Presenteeism / High Turnover

What are the offices like? 

What is the dress code?



Cultural Indicators

What stories are told? – who/what is immortalised?

What do people believe without fact checking?

What are people’s attitudes towards certain things?

Who holds the power?

In what ways is the organisation controlled?

Frustration at leadership / processes / technology

Attitudes and Beliefs



Cultural Indicators

The Physical and Behaviours

What are the values? 

Are they known and practised?

Is strategy aligned with the values?

Is there a resistance to change?

Attitudes and Beliefs

Core Values





Evolution

Utility            Productivity     Engagement     Experience           Human

What do employees need to 
work?

How can we create a destination 
people want to go to?

What do employees need to 
do their work better?

How can we make employees 
happier so they perform better 

and stay?

How can we ensure our people, 
communities and planet thrive?



Cultural Indicators

Engagement
Wellbeing and 

Happiness
Psychological 

Safety

Recruitment and 
Retention

Customer 
satisfaction

Sustainability, 
Impact and the 

Climate

Innovation Finances Productivity



Ways of Working

Agile

Office Based

Remote

Home Worker

Flexible Worker

Activity Based Working

Hot Desking



Flexible 
Working 
Practices

An Agile 
Mindset

Activity 
Based 

Working

Smart 
Technology



Space



Technology





Data



Data



Why do I work?
What am I doing?

Who am I working with?
When do I work?

Where is the best place to work?
How do I feel?

Do I need to pick the kids up / walk the dog?
Am I expecting a parcel?

Do I want to go to the gym?

People 
Face-to-face connection
Community / Belonging

Functionality
To be seen

Mentoring / Learning

WIFI issues
Noise

Ergonomics
Cost

Easy
Comfort / ‘home’ feeling

Flexibility /Control / Choice 
Time saved / work life balance

Carbon emissions

People
Noise

Functionality
Community / Belonging

Coffee
The Buzz / Atmosphere

A change of scenery
Choice / Flexibility

People (Hopefully)
Face-to-face connection

Community
Functionality

People
Distractions / Noise

Functionality

Ways of working policies
Loneliness

A change of scenery
Ergonomics

“Because I can”
“Because I want to”
“Because I have to”

HOME

Office

Co-Working

Coffee Shop



Understand the why of your Workplace.







@chiefworkplace

/simone-fenton-jarvis

www.thehuman-centricworkplace.com 

simone@thehuman-centricworkplace.com


